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Nat And Rox To Go First
Ezra Bell

 [Intro]
Fm Ab Db Ab Ab/G  x2

[Verse 1]
          Fm               Ab
What they don t say on the news
           Db            Ab
That those pretty little shoes
Ab/G   Fm              Ab
Aren t anything you ll use
       Db              Ab Ab/G
In the forest

[Verse 2]
Fm                   Ab
While you re running lights
     Db              Ab
Soul structures will collide
Ab/G    Fm                Ab
For the man whose good at math
        Db            Ab Ab/G
When we go

[Pre-Chorus 1]
Fm                 Eb
There s no need to pray
Db                     Eb
Oh, for we will toast today
       Fm                Eb
With a great big can of [?]
        Db
When we get there

[Pre-Chorus 2]
    Fm          Eb
And if we do it right
            Db          Eb
We re gonna make a list tonight
            Fm            Eb
Of those we don t plan to invite
        Db
To come along



[Chorus]
   Fm               Eb
Oh hey pretty baby, missed you so much
Db                     Eb
Guess its all just not knowing that s tough
Fm                        Eb
Hey pretty baby, you were brave to go first
Db                   Eb
How did it feel, how much did it hurt
Fm               Eb
I wanna know but I m afraid
Db                      Eb
What would become of my people who ve stayed
Fm                        Eb
Hey pretty baby, you were brave to go first
Db                     Eb
Guess its all just not knowing that hurts

[Instrumental]
Fm Eb Db Eb  x4

[Verse 3]
Fm               Ab
I won t take the piss
           Db                 Ab
But you ll know what you have missed
Ab/G    Fm              Ab
When we turn around and spit
        Db              Ab Ab/G
In your direction

[Verse 4]
Fm                Ab
Still hearing you anger
        Db              Ab
Will be silhouettes and strangers
Ab/G    Fm              Ab
Will be silhouettes and strangers
       Db               Ab Ab/G
In the night

[Pre-Chorus 2]
    Fm          Eb
But if we do it right
        Db          Eb
We must make a list tonight
            Fm            Eb
Of those we don t plan to invite
        Db



To come along

[Pre-Chorus]
     Fm          Eb
Yeah if we do it right
        Db          Eb
We must make a list tonight
            Fm            Eb
Of those we don t plan to invite
        Db
To come along

[Chorus]
   Fm               Eb
Oh hey pretty baby, missed you so much
Db                     Eb
Guess its all just not knowing that s tough
Fm                        Eb
Hey pretty baby, you were brave to go first
Db                   Eb
How did it feel, how much did it hurt
Fm               Eb
I wanna know but I m afraid
Db                      Eb
What would become of my people who ve stayed
Fm                        Eb
Hey pretty baby, you were brave to go first
Db                     Eb
Guess its all just not knowing that hurts

[Insrumental]
Fm Eb Db Eb  x4

[Chorus]
   Fm               Eb
Oh hey pretty baby, missed you so much
Db                     Eb
Guess its all just not knowing that s tough
Fm                        Eb
Hey pretty baby, you were brave to go first
Db                   Eb
How did it feel, how much did it hurt
Fm               Eb
I wanna know but I m afraid
Db                      Eb
What would become of my people who ve stayed
Fm                        Eb
Hey pretty baby, you were brave to go first
Db                     Eb



Guess its all just not knowing that hurts

[Instrumental]
Fm Eb Db Eb  x4 


